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This market-leading text continues to provide students and instructors with sound, consistently

structured explanations of the mathematical concepts. Designed for a two-term course, the new

Seventh Edition retains the features that have made Algebra and Trigonometry a complete solution

for both students and instructors: interesting applications, cutting-edge design, and innovative

technology combined with an abundance of carefully written exercises.
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I bought this textbook for my youngest daughter's "Elementary Functions" college class.I spent a

couple of hours flipping through the book when it arrived and was very impressed with its clear style

and excellent examples.

If the book was never sent, than comment on the seller, so another person can not buy the book

from that seller. You can't give this book a 1 star review based off the book never coming. This is

why  allows you to rate the seller. That way people like me can avoid the seller in the future. If you

just give this book a 1 star review you are screwing up the  rating system. Please give the seller a

bad review where that type of review belongs, not the book.The product is laid out in a orderly

fashion. It teaches you Algebra with each chapter it introduces more and more. My only complaint

as with all math books they put way to much into each chapter for you to learn. Saxon math books

are WAY better as they teach you once concept per chapter, where there is just no telling how much



your going to have to learn per chapter in this book. Its usually around two per chapter. If your really

bad at math, this book is not for you unless you really need it for class. If you just wanted to learn on

your own, skip this book and head for Saxon math books.

Great book and as described and fast delivery.

Thank you...

This book almost seemed new! It was sent in a very reasonable amount of time too. The book didn't

have highlighted material or any pages missing as promised.

Arrived quickly in pretty good shape, but it had a page torn out that I needed for my homework.

Other than that it is what the seller said it would be!
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